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  This series combines persisting needs with emerging emphases in Armenian studies. It 
encourages studies that place Armenian culture in its multifaceted international context, 
on the Armenian plateau as well as in its historic and current Diaspora.
Philological studies containing important critically edited texts, translations and 
commentaries remain in need as before. Thousands of Armenian manuscripts await 
disclosure in order to become part of scholarly and popular discourse and take their place 
in a field that invites an interdisciplinary and pluralistic approach like few others.
Armenian literature from the seventeenth century up to the present is understudied and 
will amply repay scholarly engagement.
In recent decades, the study of Armenian material culture, mythology and folklore has 
made great strides, next to art and architecture.The series welcomes contributions in 
these extensive fields.
Armenian Texts and Studies deals with Armenian prehistory up to the modern and 
contemporary period and promotes research that applies methods current in sociology, 
anthropology and other social sciences next to those used in literary, linguistic and 
historical studies, including the study of Armenian cinema and modern media.
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